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, LIMlllNG COND1110NS FOR OPERA 110N SURVElLLANCE REQUIREMENTS- '!
,

3.9.A.P. Standbv AC Power Suno10 (Diesel 4.9.A.2. Standby AC Power Sunolv (Diesel
Generators 1A. 1B. and 1C) Generators 1 A.18. and IC)
(Continued)- (Continued):

a. Doerability; a,,Doerability-

The diesel generator itself 1.= tach diesel generator shall-
and its auxiliaries are- . be manually started and

. operable. loaded to demonstrate i
operational readiness !

-in accordance with the- '

-

frequency specified in Table
4.9-1 on a staggered Test i !
Basis.* Verify that each'. Lj' !-

diesel starts from ambient
condition, gradually load 1

the generator- to 1110-2000 - I
k W * and operate for 1 60 q
minutes. A steady-state i

voltage of 4160 1 420 volts-
-and a steady-state frequency
of 60 1.2,Hz wi11 be-
maintained. Verify the pres-

=sure in-both-diesel-air start
receivers,to be t-225'psig.

2. - At least once per 184 days
eachdieselgeneratorshalb
be started and verified
to reach synchronous speed in
$ 12 seconds,--loaded to an-

indicated 2250-2400 kW** for.
1A and 1C and 2360-242$ kW**
for 1B in 5120 seconds', and; ,j
operated for't 60 minutes. 1
The: test will verify the
diesel' generator will-achieve
and maintain'a steady-stato i
voltage of 4160 1 420. volts- i

and a steady-state frequency ,

of 60 1 1.2 Hz.*- !
q

!

,-

TFor the-18 (swing) diesel, a single test 'will satisfy the requirements for
Unit :1 Specification 4.9. A.2.a.1 and Unit' 2 Specification 4.B.1.1.2.a.4, .
With :the diesel connected to'one unit's emergency bus for one periodic =
test,and. connected to the emergency bus in the other unit during the next
periodic test.

1
A single 6. month (184-day) test for' the 1B diesel will satisfy the ' I

requirements for Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.a.2'and Unit 2
Specification 4.8.1.1.2.b.| The 6-month test will'be performed using
the starting circuitry and emergency bus f rom one unit. : The next i
6-month test will be performed.using,the starting circuitry and
emergency bus from the other unit.

** Momentary variations outside this band shall not invalidate _the test._ '

HATCH - UNIT-1 . 3.9-2- . Proposed TS/0312q/296-147
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LIM! TING COND1110NS FOR OPERATION SURVEllLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

4.9.A.2. Standby AC Power Suppiv (Diesel
ignerators l A.10. and IC)

(Continued)

a. Operabilito ' Continued)

dieses generator shall be
loaded to 1 3000 kwa and
during the remairing 22
hours of this test, the
diesel generator shall be
loaded to 2775-2825 kW*.**

7; At least once per 18 months,
verify the auto-connected
loads to each diesel genera-
tor do not exceed 3100 kW.

8. At least once per 18 months,
verify the diesel gene *ator's
capability to synchronize
with the of f site power source
while the generator i', loaded
with its emergency 1061s upon
a simulated restoration of
of f site power, to transfer
its loads to the offsite
power source, and to proceed
through its shutdown sequence.

.

9. At least once per 18 months,
verify that with the diesel-
generator operating in the
test mode (connected to its
bus), a simulated LOCA
actuation signal overrides,

' the test mode by returning
the diesel generator to
standby operation and
Gutomatically-energizes the

|- eme gency loads with offsiter

power.

10. At least once per 10 years,
or af ter any modifica-
tions which tould affect
diesel generator inter-
dependence, verify that
all three diesel generators
start simultaneously durirq
shutdown, and accelerate
to synchronous speed in
5 12 seconds.

* Momentary variations outside this band shall not invalidate the test.

**For the 18 diesel generator a single 24-hour load test every 18 months
will satisfy the requirements of Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.a.6 and
Unit 2 Specification-4.8.1.1.2.d.9.

HATCH - UNIT 1 3.9-2b Proposed TS/0312q/296-147
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LIM 111NG CONDlllDNS FOR OPERA 110N SURVElLLANCE RENIREMENTS
;, . , ,

~ .9.A.2G Standbv AC Power SuoDiv igjfjfl;3.9 A.2. itandbv AC Power Sunolv (Diesel. 4
6enerators 1 A 18. and IC) - :Generatoys lA. IB. and 1C) n.
(Continued). (Continued);

- b. : Diesel Batterv (125 Voltis b. Diesel Battery (125 Volti

tech.125-volt diesel battery. tech 125-volt diesel battery .,

is operable and capable of. shall be' subjected to the
_

t
supplying the required load. --same periodic surveillance ~as

,the plant batteries _in Speci-
fication 4.9.A.3.-

,

c. Batterv Charner = c. Batterv Charcer .
An operable battery charger-is Indicators shall-be provided
available. Each battery charger _ to monitor the status of
shall have adeauste capacity to the battery = charger supply.-
restore its battery to full- This instrumentation shall
charge within 24 hours from a ' include: indication,of output

. discharged condition while: current and output voltage,
carrying the DC-load.1 7

d. Digat1_Etst1: d. _ Diesel rutl' -v
There shall be.a minimum of
99,000gallonsof' acceptable-| 1. DThe quantity'of diesel- .|.:
diesel fuel in the diesel ~ fuel available in each
fuel storage tanks and a . fuel storage tank and.

' fuel day tank shall be~minimum of 900 gallons- -

<

in each diesel fuel day tank.- 1 measured and recorded-
concurre'ntly with the -
: operability test speci-
fied for-that diesel in

~ Specification 4.9 A.2.a.1.

' 2. r. At'least:once per 92 days | }
by: verifying that a so.aple
-of: diesel fuel f rom the fuel
storage. tank, obtained-in
accordance with ASTM-0270-65,-
is within the acceptable

J11mitstspecified-in Table 1
E 'of ASTM 0975-74:when checked

for viscosity, water and
,

>l' sediment. '
~ '

,

e, -Fuel Gil Transfer Pumos e. ' Fuel O'il Transfer:Pumos.
! -A fuel oil transfer. pump

.

~

shall be operable and capable 1. 'The operation'of the diesel
=of transferring fuel ott _ fuel o111 transfer pumps to i;

f rom the storage system to - transfer fuel, f rom the . *

the day tank. storage system to the. day .

"
h tank.shallibe demonstrated
I concurrent with the oper- -r

ability test;specified for !

.that diesel _in: Specification
4.9.A.2;a.1.

!
:2. The operation of the' diesel

fuel oil transfer pumps =to-
transf er. f uel 'f rom each
associated fuel storage _ ||

'

. tank to the day . tank ;of s

each diesel, via the f ,

installed crcss-connection
lines, shall be demonstrated-
at least nnce per 18' months.

*
,

HATCH - UNIT 1 3.9-2c Proposed TS/0312q/296-0-
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LIMITING CONDITION 5 FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE RE001REMENTS
. .- . -

.

'

4.9.A.6. [mygency 250 Volt fC to 600 Volti*

i AC Inverters (Contli ued) -t ,

y
R Once every scheddled refueling j'

|- .. outage,'the emergency 250-volti 1

- DC/600-volt. AC-inverters shall be"
*subjected to a load test to:

p . demonstrate operational readiness.
,

|: 3.g.A.h - Lonic Systems 4.9. A h 3 Lonic Systeigt :

p The following, logic; systems? The logic systems:shell-be tested ini ;
~

|' shall be operable: the manner and f requency as followst. '

a. - The connon accident signal Ja.~ Each division of- the connionLL
t

L ' logic system is operable.-
~ : accident signal logic system shall-

'
~ -be tested every. scheduled refuel- >,

.ing outage to demonstrate that it~
;will function on actuation of the'

,iECCStoprovideanautomaticstarth->

signal to'all 3 diesel generators.
'Esch diesel generator shall.
operate on; standby for E $'

.b.. The undervoltage relays; minutes.:
'

. and supporting system
.

. .,
-

are optrable. '' . b .^ ) .1 Once every-18 months' the. '[- -=;r
conditions =under which the?
undervoltage: logic-system is'.

Lrequired shall'be simulated with- ;
an undervoltsgo on each start.-

~

bus to demonstrate that the
! emergency busses are deener-

gized,<the diasel generators.|
,

will start,' energize'the emer-t'

| gency busses with permanently .
' - connected-loadsnin 512 seconds,

,

energize the auto-connected' . >
.

-shutdown loads 1through~the lead
sequencer.' operate <for 1 5..

i minutes while the? diesel gener-
ators are' loaded.with the shut-

~down loads,'and achieve and'
maintain a steady-state voltage:

4

of.-4160 1 420 volts-and a-
steady-state frequency-ofri

-.6011.2 'Hz. . The testing of '
the undervoltage logic shall:
.also demonstrateithe operability
.of the 4160-volt 4 load shedding,:

. auto bus' transfer. circuits, and ,

| that the' subsequent loading is
H -in accordance with design.

requirements.(+ 10% of its
LtiesignintervaT). The straula-,

''

,tions shall test both-the - a
l degraded voltage ~and the-loss

~

'of.offsite power relays M

11

;

N
-1

&

I

: .;

( HATCH'- UNIT 1 3.9-4 Proposed TS/0312q/296-88- a
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LIM 111NG .COND1110NS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
. 4

3.9 A.7P. Lonic Systems (Continued) -4.9.A.l.. Lonic $nljtf1 (Continued)-'

b . 2 .~ Within $ minutes af ter complet-
ing the 24-hour load test speci- |

'--fied in Surveillance Requirement-
4.g.A.2.a.6,~. perform Surveillance '

Requirement 4.9.A.7.b.1 with a
simulated loss of offsite power.- ,

start signal.and.run the diesel,
f or at least '$ minutes while.--
loaded with shutdown-loads.*--

~This test'is to be performed: .i

every 18 months.

~ 3. Once per month, the relays which. ,--

. initiate energitation of the
emergency buses by the Diesci
Generators when voltage-is lost'
on the emergency buses and'
startup transformer IC, will;
be functionally tested.

.,

!
c.l. Once every 18 months each- |?dieselgeneratorshallbe>

c .The comon accident signal ;damonstrated operable by-
logic system, and undervolt- isimulating a' loss af offsite- '

=Iage relays and supporting- .' power in conjunction with
system are operable; can accident test eigaal-_ J

t and verifying de eners Iza--
tion'of the emerge W vises and

~1oad shedding frr.w she mmergency.
. busest the diese s star 1J f rom

.

' on the auto-stat t $19'/' Nith ,

. permanently connG t'd 1 is ine
:$ 12 seconds,' energizes the
auto-connected. shutdown
(emergency)-1oads through the=
load. sequencer.' operates for
1 5 minutes while its
generator is loaded with
the emergency loads. and , j

. achieves-and maintains a* *

steady-state voltage of
. 4160 1 420 volts and a=
. steady-state frequency of
60 'i 1.2 Hz. i

"2. . The undervoltage relays for the
start buses shall be calibrated
annually for trip and reset
voltages and the measurements |
recorded.

.

' once per la months.-
2 3 ;Verifyll diesel generator trips~

'that a ,

except engine'overSFeed, low
--lube oil-pressure, and generator"

dif f erential, are autocy.tically :
bypassed upon loss of voltate.

on the emergency bus concurrent
with an ECCS actuation signal.

4
.

*1f the diesel generator f ails this test, a retest may be performed af ter the -
diesel generator has been operated for 2 2 hours at 2 2565 kW.

HATCH - UNIT 1 3. 9-4 a Prc.oosed TS/03120/296-88i
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BASES FOR LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
,

3.g. :AUKILIARY ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS'

The objective of these Specifications is to assure an adequate supply of elec - _ _
.

trical power to operate facilities to' cool the: reactor during shutdown and operate i
__

engineered safety features following an accident. There are two sources of l

auxiliary AC electrical energy available; namely-the-230-kV transmission system i
. _ through the two startup auxiliary transformers and the thres diesel generators.

The DC power systems supply emergency DC power required for control. - !
.

- y

- A. ggjguirements for Reactor Startuo i

in accordance with General Design Criterion 17 of. Appendix A to 10 CFR 50,
the onsite electric power supplies, including the batteries,-and the onsite -
electrical distribution system shall have sufficient independence and re-
dundancy to perform their safety functions assuming a single failure.

1. - Df f site Power Sources ~i

The _ network interconnection between HNP-1 and the Southern Company trans-' .j
-mission system will consist of at least four 230-kV transmission lines
which are fed f rom dif ferent sections of the Southern Company grid. - The
system shall be able to withstand the simultaneous loss of any system-

Jgenerator and the most_ critical transmission line-associated with'its-loss.
: Separation is~ provided in routing for these transmission lines as they
approach the switchyard.

- The 230-kV transmission lines. connect t 3 the two startup auxiliary trans--
formers. (1C and 10). _ Startup auxiliary transformer 10 normally provides
startup and shutdown power. - Startup auxiliary transformer 1C-provides ..
backup power to safety features in the event of _the-loss"of transformer-
10. The startup auxiliary transformers remain energized to' permit auxiliary' I

load transfer if required. = Each startup auxiliary transf ormer, in add-
,

ition to its startup function, is sized to provide 100% of the emergency !
' AC loadt to engineered safety features within a few seconds.following a
design basis: accident.

2. Standbv AC Power SuDD1v (Diesel Generators 1 A.1B; and '1C)

The design of-the diesel generator systems shall conform to the applicable- |
-

section of proposed -tEEE Standard No 308. -.1he diesel generators are- '

selected on the basis of:their proven reliability and; independence as-
.

standby power supplies. There are three diesel generator units.available
for HNP-1 (diesel generator-1B will be shared with HNP-2) and~ each has ' ' ;,

=

a 2050-kW continuous rating. 'the diesel generator units shall not be
operated in parallel with each other at any time KW do they have any) 1

s,econdary function _ but'shs11.be utilized solely as.a standby power supply.

4. t Operabi1Qy
'

In order to be_ considered operable the d'lesel'oenerato s shall be
~

capable et providing elvetric: energy for the operation if irmergency .
systems and engineered safety features during and following the

- shutdown of the reactor whan the preferred power supply (230-kV
transmission network) is = not ;vailable. This shall; include the-

, capability-to: (1); start and accelerate a number of large motor ~ loads
in rapid succession,' and be able to sustain. '

-

/

HATCH - UNIT 1- 3.9-7 Proposed 15/0312q/296 0
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL; POWER SYSTENS- +

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the-following A.C. electrical power sources shall'-
be'0PERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits between the offsite trans-
-

mission network and the onsite Class IE di.stribution system, '

and

b. Three separate and independent diesel generators *, each with:.

1. A separate day tank containing a minimum of 900 gallons
of fuel,

-

<

2. A separate fuel storage tank containing a minimum of
33,000 gallons of fuel, and [.

3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABIlly: CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electrical
-power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the
-remaining offsite A.C. source-by performing Surveillance Require-

L ment 4.8.1.l.l.a within 1-hour and-at least once per 8 hours-
1 thereafter, and performing Surveillance Requiren nt'4.8.1.=1.2.a.4
l within 24 hours. Restore at-least two offsite circuits to

,

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at-least HOT SHUTDOWN '

within the next 12 hours and-in COLD SHUTDOWN within'the following-

|
24 hours,

b. With one diesel generator of'the above required A.C. electrical
power sources ir.coerable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the ~

.

remaining A.C. sou,ces by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1..l.a within I hour and at least once per 8 hours there-
after, and by perform hg Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1 2.a.4,

.'

within 24 hourst Resto e at least three diesel generators-to' ;

~*A diesel generator may be inoperable for up to I hour:during surveillance
testing without entering the Actions, while control is taken locally to !

a'llow gradual startup and to allow the diesel engine to be barred (rolled)
over.

HATCH - UNIT 2 3/4 8-1 Proposed TS/03104/292-83
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| h yfRICf' POWER SYSTEMS

SVRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the
offsite transmission network and the onsite Class IE distribution

; system shall be:
-

>
'

a. Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying
correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability,
and

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months during
shutdown by transferring, manually and automatically Unit3

power supply from the normal circuit to the alternate circuit.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
,

a. In accordance with the frequency specified_in Table 4.8.1.1.2-1
on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

1. Verifying the fuel level in the day fuel tanks.

2. Verifying the fuel level in the plant fuel stoiage tank.

.1. Verifying the fuel transfer pump can be started and
transfers fuel from the storage system to the day tank.

4 Verifying that each diesel starts from ambient condition by
gradually loading the generator to 1710-2000 kH*,
and operating for > 60 minutes, ar$ maintains a steady-
state voltage of 4T60 + 420 volts and a steady-state
frequency of 60 i 1.2 fiz . "

,

S. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned.to provide-|

standby power to the associated emergency busses.
,

|
.

* Momentary variations outside this band shall not invalidate the test.

**For the IB (swing) diesel. A single test will satisfy the requirements
for Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.a.1 and Unit 2 Specification
4.8.1.1.2.a.4, with the diesel connected to one unit's emergency bus
for one periodic test and connected to the emergency bus in the other
unit during-the next periodic test.

HATCH - UNIT 2 3/4 8-3 Proposed TS/0310q/292-83
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

$URVE!LLANCE Rt'0UIREMENTS (Continued)

1

6. Verifying the pressure in both diesel air start receivers,

to be 1 225 psig,-

b. At least once per 184 days by verifyltig the diesel starts from ambient
condition and accelerates to. synchronous speed in < 12 seconds is loaded
to 2764-2825 kW* for diesel generator 2A, 2360-2423 kW* for diesel
generator IB, and 274J-2825 kW* for diesel generator 2C in>

i 120 seconds, achieves and maintains a steady-state voltage of 4160 1
420 volts and a steady-state frequency of 60 1 1.2 H2 and operates for
1 60 minutes thereafter.**

,
c. At least once per 92 days by verifying that a sample of diesel

] fuel from the fuel storage tank, obtained in accordance with
ASTM-D270-65, is within the acceptable limits specified in'

'

Table 1 of ASTM D975-74 when checked _for viscosity, water,and
sediment.

d. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:

1. Subjecting the. diesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service.***

|
!

|

|

i

!

'l

* Momentary variations outside this band sn611 notzin's11date the test.

**A single 6-month (184-day) test for the IB ciesel will satisfy the-

requirements for Unit 1 Specification 4.9 A.2.a.2 and Unit 2
Specification 4.8.1.1'2.b. _The 6-month test will be performed using.

,

the starting circuitry and emergency bus for one unit. . The next !

6-month toit will be performed using the starting circuitry and 1

emergency ous from the other unit.

|- ***For the IB diesel 2ensrator, a single diesel inspection every 18 months
iwill satisfy the requi ements of Unit-1 Specification 4.9.A.2.a.3 and.

Unit 2 Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.1.
i

HATCH-UNIT 2 3/4 8-3a Proposed TS/03104/292-83
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

i

$URVE!LLANCE RE00!REMENTS (Continued)L __

,

4 Verifying the diesel generator capability to reject a load of
-

at least 2775 kW without tripping, the generator voltage '

shall not exceed 4800 volts during and following the load
rejection.*

!' $. Simulating a' loss of offsite power by itself, and:

a) Verifying de-energitation'of the emergency busses and load
shedding from the emergency busses,

b) Verifying the diesel st' arts on the auto-start signal,
energtres the emergency busses with permanently connected-
loads in < 12cseconds, energizes the auto-connected
shutdown Toads through the. load sequencer, operates ,

for 1 5 minutes while its generator is. loaded wlth !
the shutdown (emergency) loads, and achieves and |
maintains a steady-state voltage of 4160 t'420 volts and- 1
a steady-state frequency of 60 1 1.2 Hz. |-

6. Verifying that on an ECCS actuation test signal, without loss of |-

offsite power,.the diesel generator starts on-the auto-start
,

signal and operates on standby for 2 5 minutes. "
-

'

7. (deleted)

8. $1mulating a loss of offsite power in: conjunction with an ECC$
actuation test-signal, and-

a) Verifying de-energl ation of.the_ emergency busses and load
shedding for the emergency busses.

!
.

|b) Verifying the diecel' starts ~on=the auto-start signal,
energizes the emergency busses with permanently connected
loads in 1 12 seconds, energizes the auto-connected shutdown
(emergency) loads through_the load sequencer, operates.for,

> 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the emergency
Toads, and achieves and maintains a steadyistate voltage of
4160 420 volts and a steady-state. frequency of 60 1 1.2.Hz.

c)- Verifying that all diesel generator _ trips', except engine
overspeed, low lube oil pressure, and generator

. .c-

~ differential are automatically bypassed upon~ loss of '

voltage on the emergency bus concurrent.with an ECCS
actuation signal.

4 * For the IB diesel generator a single full load rejection test every.
,

18 months will satisfy the requirements of Unit 1 Specification '
-

4.9 A.2.~a 5 and Unit 2 Tpecification 4.8.1.1.2.d 4. 1'

; HATCH-UNIT 2 3/4 8-4- Proposed TS/0310g/292-27-
,
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

9. Verifying that tne diesel generator operates for at least 24
hours. During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel
gerierator shall be loaded to 2 3000 kH* and during the
remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall
be lotded to 2775-2825 kH'.** Hithin 5 minutes after completing
this 24-hout test, perform Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2.d.5.***

10. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel
generator do not exceed the 2000-hour rating of 3100 kH.

11. Verifying the diesel generator's capability to:

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the
generator is loaded wtth its emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power,

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and

c) Proceed through its shutdown sequence.

12. Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a
test mode (connected to its bus), a simulated LOCA
actuation signal overrides the test mode by: (1) returning '

the diesel generator to standby operation and (2) auto-
matically energizing the emergency loads with offsite
power.

13. Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel from
each associated fuel storage tank to the day tank of each |diesel via the installed cross connection lines,

e. At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which
could affect diesel generator interdependence by starting both
diesel generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying
that both diesel generators accelerate to synchronous speed in
< 12 seconds,

*Homentary variations outside this band shall not invalidate the test.

" For the IB diesel generator, a single 24-hour load test every 18 months
will satisfy the requirements of Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.a.6 and
Unit 2 Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.9.

"*If the diesel generator f ails this test, a retest may be performed af ter
the diesel generator has been operated for > 2 hours at > 2565 kW.

HATCH - UNIT 2 3/4 8-5 Proposed TS/0310q/292-83
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LIMITINI, CDNDITIDN5 FDR DrERATIDN
5URVIILLANCE REDUIREMENT5

3.g.A.I. Standby At power Sunciv fDiesel- 4.g.A.I. Standby At Power Sunniv (DieselEenerators 1A. la. and ic) 6tnerators IA. la. and Ic t

(Continued) (Continued)
a. Doerabilitv 4. Operability

The diesel generator itself 1. tech diesel generator shalland its availleries are
operable. be leanually started and

leaded to demonstrate
operational readiness
in accordance with the
frequency specified in Table
4.g-1 on a staggered Test
Basis.* Verify that each |diesel starts from ambient

. conditten, gradually load
| the generator to 1110 7000

.

|

i kW" and operate for 160
minv+es. A steady-state
voltage of 41601420 volts
and a steady-state frequency

|
ef 60 + 1.F Ha will be '

'

asintaTned. Verify the pres-
sure in both diesel air start
receivers to be !. 225 plig. l

i
.

2. At leest once per 1H days i
each diesel generator shall
be started and verified
to reach synchronous speed in
4 it seconds loaded to an
Indicated 22I0 2400 kW" for.

IA and It and 2360-24!$ k6t**
for 18 in 5120 seconds. and
operated for g 60 minutes.
The test will verify the
diesel generator will achieve
and maintain a steady-state .
voltage of 41601420 volts
and a steady-state frequency
of 60 1 1.2 Hz.*

i

.

'For the 181 swing) diesel, a single test will satisfy the requirements for
Unit 1 Specsfication 4.9. A.F.4.1 and Unit 2 specification 4.8.1.1.2.a.4
with the diesel sonnected to g unit's emergency bus for t-tihwhetes. ont parie el c,mi . J e-ce le & +. 4 hc e mupet 3 non i. n, nu at de og n e s & p p. 4. 4,g ,A sbgle 6 month (184-day) test for the 18 diesel will satisfy the
requirements f or Unit 1 specification 4.g.A.t.4.2 and Unit I!; Specification 4.8.1.1.2.b.t4*h *M fi:::L::- ::t:f it :;3 tm4t's >-

E bart uIt: s g g r
! --*h

*=ttaand-the-eteettat4tr4sitry-on tfe othe-emitst tM mat'"*

L,. aeat t.luu
crf)d t-{ ann'40mentary va lations outside this band shall not invalidat the test.

% . vie d b thon W b i nlt he.
bJjt(hMdd%HATCH - UNIT.1 3.g-t Propcsed TS/031*g/296147n hti cuTuW ct *A

&q,( f . n et b. h"Mi h8 C4+-/(t T.
- - - . .. - - . . -- . - . . -
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LIMITlhG CONDITION 5 FOR OPIR4110N sutvEILL&kt[ RE00ltEMEh15

4,s.A.2. Standhv At Power tunniv (Dietal
teneratsrs 1A. 15. and IC) ~

(Continued) '

a. faoerability (Conti .de

dieselgeneratoqshallbe
loaded to 2,'99W kW* and
during the remaining 22
hours of this test, the
diest) generator shall be
loaded to 7776-20t$ kW*.**

7. At least once per 10 months,
verify the auto-connected
loads to each diesel genera-
ter do not exceed 3100 kW.

3. At least once per 10 months,
verify the diesel generator's
capability to synchronize
with the of f site power source
while the generator es loaded
with its emergency loads upon
a simulated restoration of
of fsite power, to transfer
its loads to the offsite
power source, and to proceed
through its shutdown sequence.

3. At least once per 10 months,
,

verify that with the diesel
generator operating in the
test mode (connected to its
bus), a simulated LOCA
actuation signal overrides
the test mode by returning'

the diesel generator to
standby operation and
automatically energites the
emergency loads with offsite
power.

10. At least once per 10 years,
nr af ter any modifica.
tions which could affect
diesel generator inter-
dependente, verify that
all three diesel generators
start simultaneously during
shutdown, and accelerate
to synchronous speed in
1 12 seconds.

* Momentary variations outside this band shall not invalidate the test.
|

**For the 18 diesel generator a single 24-hour load test every 18 months .
will satisfy the requirements of Unit 1 Specification 4.3.A.t.a.6 and
Unit 2 Spettfication a.8.1.1.2.0.3. 1

MAICH - UNIT 1 3.9 tb Proposed 75/03120/f36-147

. ~. . .- . - . . . . _ _ .-
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LIRITIME [DkDITIDN1 FDR OP[RATIDk EURVIILLhhti REQulaturkT1
3.9.A.3. tanehv at power hamtw lbiatal 4.9. A.t. - |itandhw At M r *"--1w (Dietals anarators 1&_15. and it)

i nnerators ia.14. ans ici
LCentinued) uContinued)
b. blatal hatterv till Waiti b. Dianal tattarv fitt Vaititeth ill-volt diesel bettery Each Irl-volt diesel tetteryis operable and 46pable of shall be subjected to thesupplying the required leed. sees periodic serveillance as

the plant betteries in Speti.
fication 4.9.A.8.

t. hatterv tharter t. hattarv tharmer
An operable bettery therter is Indicators shall be providedavailable. tech bettery therger to mor, iter the status of
the11 have efetuste tepetity to the bettery therger supply,restere its bettery to full This instrumentation shall
therte within 24 hours f rom a intlade inditetten of outputdistharged tendition while current and evtput voltate.terrying the DC 1966.-

d. bistal fuel W. Diana) Fuel
There shall be a minimum of j

99.000 gallons of etteptable | 1. The eventity of diesel |-diesel fuel in the diesel feel available in eethfuel stortte tanks end fuel storage tank and I
1

jsinimum of 900 galten t fue) day tank shell bein eeth diesel fuel day tenk. sessured end recorded
centurrently with the -
operability test speci- j

'

fled for that diesel in
Specification 4.9.A.t.a.1.

.t ieest ente ,or . d.o.yi i.. a
by verifvin th.i e s ieof diese) f,el from the fuelu
storage tank obtained in
etterdente w,th Astm Df?0-65i
is within the etteptable

'

,

Iloits specified in Table 1
et A5TM D975-14 when checked
for viscosity, water and
settaent.- ;

'

e. Fuel 011 1rantfer pueos e. Fuel 011 Transfer puans
A f uel oil transf er pump
shell be operable end capable -1. The operation of the diese)of transferring fuel 01) ' fuel oil transfer pumps to i
free tne storste systen to
the day tank, transfer fuel free the

storage systen to the day
I

tank shell be demonstrated
centurrent with the oper- i

ability test specified for
that diele) in Specification
4.9.A.I.e.l.

2. The operetten of the diesel
fuel oil transfer pumps to
transfer fuel free each CICAM.&(.fuel sterete tank to the day
tank of each diesel. via the
installed cross tennection
lines.: thall be demonstrated
at least once per is sonths.

^^"-t ; eerit4+W- e? fre! :n ::: :SitttyM9 Se e; M-t :--St-Sy -
4-400-telloner-tM :n;;uuM+eW ;; ;r;t07 re M '7;;r;ih 107 ;;; *4 hours withovt--s;uru; th; 4tionet-

- NATCH - t*lf 1 3.9 It Proposed T5/03174/t96-0-
,
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LIMITIhr. CDvDITIDef5 FDR DPERATIDN Euay[lLLANCE REDulptREN11

4.g.A.6. Emermantv HD valt be ta 600 Walt
At Invertart (Continued)
b. Dnte every scheduled refueling

estage, the emergesty 260=velt
DC/600-volt At leverter6 thall besubjected to a lead test to
demonstrate operettenal readiness.

3.g.A.7. Lenie twitant 4.g.A.1. Lenie svitant

The following legit systems the logic systees shall be tested in '
i

shall be operable: the ashner and frequency as fellows:
a. The temmen attident siens) 4. Each division of the temnonlegit system is operable. accident signal logic system shall ~ =j

be tested every scheduled refuel-
'ing outage to demonstrate that it

will functlen en attuation of the |. . .,ICC$ to provide an automatic start
signal to all 3 diesel generators.-
tech diesel generater shall
eeerste on standby for 1 5b, the undervoltage relays minutes,

and supporting system
are operable, b.1. Once every 10 months, the. |

tenditions under which the
onderveltage logic system is i

required shall be staulated with
an undervettage en each start
bus to demonstrate that the
seergency busses are doener-
stred, the diesel generators'
will start, energite the emer- '

1

. gency busses with permanently
!tennected leads in 5 12 seconds, jenergise the aute tonnected '

shutdown r:......,, loads gthrough the lead sequenter,
operated for 15 minutes while
the fiele) generators are loaded
with the shutdown lea , and

achieve {1tageofand asintain a steady-
state v6 41601420 volts
and a steady-state frequency of
601 1.2 Nt. The testing of
the undervoltage logic shall
also demonstrate the operability
of the 4160-volt lead shedding..
auto bss' transfer ctrevits, and-
that the subsequent leading is
in atterWante with design
requirements (* 105 of its
design intervaT).-The steula-
tions shall test both the

i

degraded voltage and the less-
of offsite power _ relays.

.

a

.

MATCH . gg 3 3.g -4 .IrePosed 71/031tg/296-pg
-

.
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LIMITING CONDillDNS FOR OPERA 110N EUeVEILLAN[[ REDUIREMlkl5

"
3.g.A.1. Legj.t 1311tS1 (Continued) 4.g.A.1. Lasit irstems (Continued)

/ b.2. stithin 5 minuteh! itMag
" - m d':::' J % : 0% f.; ,e4

con f e kas ~lht. M*hedA Off ihl ' ;,-

i6 S vutille A84 perfedirveillantelegitrEbntlo a d 4(14 t pt c.f e d '

Of pa r< mtA t H. t 4 ,2. , q . (a # ) 4.g.A.1.b.) with a simulated
t > loss of of fsite power start

signal and rvn the diesel for
at least 6 minutes while loaded
with shutdown loads? This test
is to be performed every 18
months.

3. Once per month, the relays which
initiate energitation of the
emergency buses by the Diesel
tenerators when voltage is lost
on the emergency buses and
startup transformr IC, will
be function 411y tested.

each |c. The comon attident signal c.1. Once every is monthsIl be z
logic system, and undervolt- diesel generator tha '

age relays and supporting demonstrated operable by
system are operable. simulating 4oth a less of

of f site power in conjunction |
Q an a{tident p st s y.a}
N a d he'IfyIngile'-energkra-r
tion of the emergency busts and
load shedding from the emergency
buses; the diesel starts from
., ...'' '' '' on the a ut o-
start signal with permanently
connected loads in 5,12 seconds,
energites the auto-connected
shutdown (emergency) loads
through the load sequenter,
operates for g 6 minutes while
its generator is loaded with

she6down loads, and achieves
and maintains a steady. state
voltage of 4160 1 420 volts and

!a steady-state frequency of
6011.2 Hr.,

'
2. The undervoltage relays for the

start buses shall be calibrated
annually for trip and reset
voltages and the measurements
recorded.

3.- Verify, once per le months,
that all diesel generator trips,

. except engine overspeed, low
lobe oil pressure, and generator
differential, are automatically
bypassed upon loss of voltage
on the emergency bus concurrent

,,g.c with an ECC5 actuation signal. -

If et clitsel fai J nis } c.l f Al re te s 4 g b e, p , c (.,. c d o f t y g digggj

hol Lees o perm \t a (se t. 2. ko ars , a t .h 2S GS kD. O '

HATCH - UNIT 1 3.g-4a - Proposed 75/03124/236-g8
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3.g. AuslLIARY LLIC1RICAL SY51tMS

The objective of these Specifications is to assure an adequate supply of elet- Itrital power to operate fatllities to cool the reatter during shutdown and operate
engineered safety features following an attident. There are two soortes of,

aust11ery AC electrical energy available; namely the 230 kV transmissten system
through the two startup auxiliary transformers and the three diesel generators.
The DC power systems supply emergency DC power required for control.

A. Reevirements for Reatter Startue
i

in accordante with General Design Criterion 17 of Appendia A to 10 Cf R 50
the onsite electric power supplies, including the batteries, and the c'tsite
elettrical distribution systro shall have suf fittent independante and er
dundancy to perform the'r safety functions assuming a single failure.

1. Of f site Power Sources

the network interconnection between HNP-1 aft 1 the Southern Company trans-
mission system will consist of at least four 230-kV transmission lines
which are fed free different sections of the Southern Company grid. The
system shall be able to withstand the simultaneous loss of any system
generator and the most critical transmission line assottated with its loss.
Separation is provided in routing for these transmisiton lines as they'

approeth the switchyard.

The 230 kV transmission lines connett to the two startup aux 111ery trans-
f ormers (1C and 10). Startup aux 111ery transformer 10 normally provides
startup and shutdown power. Startup auxiliary transformer 1C provides
backup power to safety features in tne event of the loss of transformer
10. The startup auntliary transformers remain energiaed to permit auntliary
load transfer if required. Each startup auxiliary transformer, in add-
ition to its startup function is sited to provide 1005 of the emergency
AC load to engineered safety features within a few seconds following adesign basis atttdent.

2. Standby At Power tunotv (Diesel Generators 1 A.1B. and 101

The design of the diesel generator systems shall confors to the applicable
settien of proposed litt Standard No. 308. The diesel generators are
selected on the basis of their proven reliability and independence as
standby power supplies. 1here are three diesel generator units available
for HNP-1 (diesel generator 18 will be shared with HNP 2) and each has
a 2610 kW continuous rating. The diesel generator units shall not be
operated in parallel with each other at any time (::::;t ;n L u J. .._^ ^ *

' ' ' ' ' ^ "" nor do they save any secondary function but shall
be utilised solely as a standby power supply,

s. Operability

In order to be considered operable the diesel generators shall be
tapable of providing electric energy for the operation of emergency
systems and engineered safety features during and following the
shutdown of the reactor when the preferred power supply (230 kV
transmission network) is not available. This shall include the
capablitty tor (1) start and attelerate a number of large motor loads -
in rapid succession, and be able to sustain

.

B

|
' HATCH - UNjl 1 3.g-7 Proposed 15/03124/296-0
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
-

,

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

A.C. SOURCES - OPERAT]NG

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall
be OPERABLE:

!
Two physically independent circuits between the offsite trans-a.

mission network and the onsite Class 1E distribution system, '

and

b. Three separate and independent diesel generators", each with:

1. A separate day tank containing a minimum of 900 gallon 7
of fuel,

2. A separate fuel storage tank containing a minimum of-
33,000 gallons of fuel, and

|
3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

Aipl1CABILITY: CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electricala.

power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the i

remaining offsite A.C. source by. performing Surveillance Require-
ment 4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 hour and at least once per B hours :

i

thereaf ter, and performing Surveillance Requirement' 4.8.1.1.2.a.4
within 24 hours. Restore at least two offsite circuits to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at 1 cast HOT SHUTOOWN
within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUT 00WN within the following24 hours.

| b. With one diesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical!

! power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the-
remaining A.C, sources by performing Surveillance RequirementI

4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours there- i
|

after, and by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4i 'within 24 hours. Restore at least three diesel generators to

|

!
*A diesel generator may be inoperable for.up to I hour during surveillance
testing without entering the Actions, while control is taken locally to _
allow gradual startup and to allow the diesel engine to be barred (rolled)over.

"br'n; ;;r"i::ti:: :f feel tr:n:f:r purp :p;r:bi'ity "i n th: d:y it"
r -u""; ' 900 p!!en:, th: :::::i:t:d dit::1 ;:n:r:ter ::y b; ,

4nep:r:510 for up te ' h:gr: . ithcut :nt:Mn; th Mtienx i

;

HATCH - UNIT.2- 3/4 8-1 Proposed TS/0310q/R92-83 !_
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ELECTRICAL POWER $YSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE _MENTS

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the
offsite transmission network and the onsite Class 1E. distributionsystem shall bei

Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifyinga.

correct breebr alignments and indicated power availability,
and

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months during
shutdown by transferring, manually and automatically, unit
power supply from the normal circuit to the alternate circuit.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

In accordance with the frequency specified in-Table 4.8.1.1.2-1a.
on a $TAGGERED TEST BA51$ by:

1. Verifying the fuel level in the day fuel tanks.
2. Verifying the fuel level in the plant fuel storage tank.
3. Verifying the fuel transfer pump can be started and'

transfers fuel from the storage system to the day tank.
4. Verifying that each diesel starts from ambient condition by

gradually loading the generator to 1710-P000 kW',
and operating for k 60 minutes, and maintains a steady-state voltage of 4160 + 42
frequency of 60 + 1.2 Rz."0 volts and a steady-state

5. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned-to provide
standby power to the associated emergency busses.

!

|

L t

.

:

* Momentary variations outside this band shall not invalidate the test.

"For the IB (swing) diesel, a single test will satisfy the requirements
for Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.a.) and Unit 2 Specification
4.8.1.1.2.a.4, with the diesel connected to ++eh unit's emergency bus

'

for M -"r' M . ., p,,4, 4,g o g e,j,% 4 * W'. " St9 M I" -
ne .hu 6va:t as,,9 a u g ,g y, <

HATCH - UNIT 2- 3/4 8-3 Proposed TS/03104/292-83
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ELECTRICAL p0WER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

6. Verifying the pressure in both diesel air start receivers
to be k 225 psig. '

b. At least once per 184 days by verifying the diesel starts from ambient
condition and accelerates to synchronous speed in s 12 seconds is loaded .

to 2764-2825 kW* for diesel generator 2A, 2360-2425 kW* for diesel
generator 1B, and 2742-2825 kW* for diesel generator 2C in
s 120 seconds, achieves and maintains a steady-state voltage of 4160 +
420 volts and a steady-state frequency of 60 + 1.2 H2, and operates for

-

2 60 ninutes thereaf ter.**

At least once per 92 days by verifying that a sample of dieselc.
fuel from the fuel storage tank, obtained in accordance with
ASTM-D270 65. is within the ace.eptable limits specified in
Table 1 of ASTM D975-74 when checked for viscosity, water and
sediment.

d. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:
,

1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service.'"

|
F

i

bnioiH b -{ce WO( be per{uul wx eq be.

U U r h y CA r c A g h u l G h e nh e rt y % O % ,, 1

One W4, % net 4 k thcwW AAt (dill k perfu.uA.
W h sbhj tw.L .cmer c . j m,, gm -A om e3

' Momentary variations outs e this band shall not invalidate the test. '

**A single 6-month (184-day) t st for the IB diesel will satisfy the
requirements for Unit 1 Speci ication 4.9.A.2.a.2, and Unit 2

;

Specification 4.B.1.1.2.b wit' yTho heenth-tett-4or th:;"; ;;'. ::"'M ed t :::.' =it';-
::; rii...si L.; Tv. S e .o . . ~ . ; ;- 19 diese! ynis

be-tM44+he-uMS the - t:rting cirovR, un vim unii ivr u m 0-iienih-
i in t + mad + ha mting ctndt+y-en-the-ether-wnthat the -- + A-month<+=
'

kst t

***For the IB diesel generator, a single diesel inspection every 18 months
will satisfy the requirements of Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.a.3 and
Unit 2 Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.).

HATCH-UNIT 2 3/4 8-3a Proposed T5/03104/292-83 :
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(LECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS '

$URVt1LLANCE REQUlhEMEWil (Continued)

>

4. Verifying the diesel generator capability to reject a lead of
at least 2775 kW without tripping. The generator voltage
shall not esteed 4800 volts during and following the load
rejection.' e

l. Moulatyg a loss,pf offsye gpwgrjy gle1[ f f_ ! [; .._ _ .

. . . , ., , . .... . . -. \. . .

toep m e m , ands

a) Verifythe de energitation of the emergency busses and load
shedding from the emergency busses.

b) Verifying the diesel starts 'Mr -"'- ' taedagaos on the _
auto start stenal, energises the emergency busses with
permanently connected loads in 5 12 seconds, energites .,

*1

the auto-connected shutdown leads through the Iced sequencer,
i operates for a 5 minutes while its generator is loaded

with the shutdown (emergency) loads, and achieves and
maintains a steady-state voltage of 4160 1 420 volts and
a steady-state frequency of 60 1 1.2 Hz.

!

6. Verifying that on'en ECC$ actuation test signal, without loss of- |of f site power, the diesel generator starts on the outcastart
signal and operates on standby for k 6 minutes.

7.[Y:(de le 4td )'

'',' ; .':t :: : :' ' $'' ' : : ' 0 ' " : d ' r ' ; - - - - - ^ - - ' - ' ' '-|
-

:" ' ' '. : - : 2: t : ;' 'd ':, ' M '- "" " " " - - - ' "

D .N it h''I f i ? ? ib. b i' W N Y Y T_ ? Y ' '

, . . . . .. . .. . . .. - . ... , , ...

8. $ f au14 t i ng ' " -- - - ^ - ^ - - * - ! ) ; _ ^-
'" *? a loss of of f site power in conjunc;r91 ::'':;; ---d''.':-

' tion with an ECC$actuation test signal, andt

a) Verifying de energitation of the emergency busses and load
shedding for the emergency busses.

b) Verifying the diesel starts '--- " '- ^. ....:t t , on the
auto-start signal energises the emergency busses with-
permanently connec,ted loads _in s 12 seconds, energites
the auto-connected shutdown (emergency) leads through the
load sequencer, operates for a 5 minutes while its
generator is leaded with the emergency loads, and achieves
and maintains a steady state voltage of 4160 (4
and a steady state frequency of 60 1 1.2 Hr. " 20 volts

*

c) Verifying that all diesel generator trips, except engine
overspeed, low lobe oli pressure, and generator
differential are automatically bypassed upon loss of
voltage on the emergency bus concurrent with an (CC$
actuation signe).

"For the IB diesel generator a single full load rejection test every
18 months will satisfy the requirements of Unit 1 Specification
4.9.A.2.a.5 and Unit 2 Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.4

.
i ,

HATCH UNIT 2 3/4 8-4 Proposed TS/0310q/2g2 27 '
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ELECTRICAL POWER $YSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

J oo o
9. Verifying that the diesel generator operates for at least 24

hours. During the first 2 hours oft this test, the diesel '

generator shall be loaded to 2 #00'kW* and during the' |remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall
.

4 ,loade to 2775-2825 kW*." klm 5 ?i.vytLo CS -e

. Od * W f.Lflut tu UWu'ACAu $b l. , ,4, d. M
'

20. Verifying that the auto connecte cads to each diese
generator do not exceed the 2000-hour rating of 3100 kW. I

11. Verifying the diesel generator's capability tot

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the
generator is loaded with its emergency loads uron a
simulated restoration of offsite power,

,

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and

c) Proceed through its shutdown sequence.

12. Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a
test mode (connected to its bus), a simulated LOCA
actuation signal overrides the test mode by: (1) returning
the diesel generator to standby operation and (2) auto-
matically energizing the emergency loads with offsite

**"''' 06tQd6f f
i 13. Veri ying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel from
. each), fuel storage tank to the day tank of each diesel via

the installed cross connection lines,

e. At least once per 10 ye6rs or af ter any modifications which |could affect diesel generator interdependence by starting both
diesel generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying
that both diesel generators accelerate to synchronous speed in

j s 12 seconds.

I

' Momentary variations outside this band shall not invalidate the test.
l

"For the IB diesel generator, a single 24-hour load test every 18 months
will satisfy the requirements of Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.4.6 and
Unit 2 Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.9.
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01(U.T~
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

;

8 2 a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall

One circuit between the offsite transmission netwoti snd thea. '

onsite Class IE distribution system, and

b. One diesel generator with'
- i

,n)
11. A day tank containing a minimum of 900 gallon F of fuel, j

2. A fuel storage tank containing a minimum of 33,000 gallons d\ '

of fuel, and- ()
3. A fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: CONDITIONS 4 and 5. I
,

ACTION: i
'

With less than the above required A.C. electrical power sources OPERABLE,
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, irradiated fuel
handling, positive reactivity changes.or operations that have the
potential of draining the reactor vessel. The provisions of Specifica-tion 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE RE001REMEN15

L
_

4.8.1.2 At least the above required A.C. electrical power sources shall_
be demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirements 4.8.1.1.1, 4

4.8.1.1.2, except for the requirement of 4.8.1.1.2.a.5, 4.8.1.1.3 and ,

4.8.1.1.4.

,

*0uring-veH44tet4en-of-fvel-tur+fer p=p 4peeabl444y-wi th-tho-day- teri ki , .

conta4aing s-900-94440ntr-the-assoc $ated-diesel-generator-may-be-$noperabla. -
'

fw-up-to-4 -hours-without entering-the-Actionsv-
,
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